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Introduction 

 

“I am not what I am, I am what I do with my hands” – Louise Bourgeoise 

 

My artist’s hand is perhaps the most important tool I have. It directs my brush and blends my charcoal. 

It creates and brings my internal world out into view for others to experience. These are ideas I have gotten too 

far away from recently. Over this term I came to desire to reconnect my hands with my art and bring figures and 

forms back into my works. I wanted to stop trying to paint my painting before it was painted, and just loosen up 

my preconceptions and let the compositions intuitively flow and allow the work to inform itself.  

 

A ‘beginner’s mind’ is the type of creative head space I needed to get back into it. When I didn’t know 

the language and had no preconceptions of what the work would look like when it was finished, no clue what 

finished even looked like just what it felt like. Where I could get lost in a work intuitively working from one mark 

to another and creating shapes and spaces, a small burst of my internal universe on a surface came to life. 

Focusing on how I paint rather than what I paint has been a concept I always return to. Finding new tools and 

new techniques helped me step away from knowing what my finished work would look like.  

 

Gerhard Richter became the match to that flame, when I watched a documentary of his art and theories. 

This inspired me to make some new tools that would be different than what I had been using, and would 

produce new unknown results. It was thrilling to create vast rich environments with overly large paint scraping 

tools that loosened my grip of control over my painting. I had to take a step back from forcing the magic to 

happen, and simply allowed for the magic to flow out from the blades of paint of their own resolve.  

 

Returning to charcoal was another big event of the term, brought on by a desire to draw forms and 

figures again. I had always thought of charcoal as a very sophisticated way of painting on paper with my hands. 

It felt so good and natural to shape forms in this way. I had a yearning for so much to rise from so little, just a 

black stick and pristine white paper. Deep chasms of space shrouded energetic writhing forms only partially 

revealing themselves, only giving away hints at their true shapes. I attempted to create engaging visual 

environments using simple lines and shading, never planning out the forms they turned into. I wanted the 

viewer to decide what their own interpretations were, from their immediate experience with the works.  

 

Emotional connections are becoming more significant within my works, and the associations made when 

viewing them. I want my viewers to have their own conversation with my works, and to derive their own 

associations from the marks I have left on the surface. I don’t want them to be influenced by any of my own 

connotations with the colors, the marks, or the emotions I feel behind the work. These should be established for 

themselves within the experience of viewing. I am not trying to present theories or ideas to the viewer, simply 

giving them the chance to have their own experience with my personal internal universe I have created. 

  



“Number 20”, Oil on wood, 32”x32”  

 

 
“Number 20”, detail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I began the term trying to loosen up my practiced 

style of open spaces with my various sorts of 

swirled marks.  I wanted to have a more involved 

and present ground and a less involved hand with 

my defining swirl marks. I began to introduce new 

methods of mark making with paint-pushers I 

salvaged from destroyed foam brushes. Another 

method new in this painting is a type of scuttling 

mark from an old worn down brush. They are 

another ‘word’ in my language of mark making.  

 

Reflecting back to recent compositions, I began to 

think about what I am doing more or less of than I 

was when the style was fresh and new. One 

difference I noticed right away was the character of 

the initial background layer. Where I was once using 

palette knives to lay down large areas of color and 

allow for weird beautiful marks to happen, I was 

now laying down areas of color with my brush. The 

atmosphere laid out by the brush did not have the 

same magic of the earlier knife compositions. The 

brush created a separation, between me and my 

medium, and also the sense of a need for control, to 

fix the ‘imperfect’ marks I made.  I needed to return 

to where I was no longer striving for my ‘perfect’ 

marks, and allow for the natural flow create the 

work. 

 

All the new elements of my dialect of marks I have 

expanded are coming together in some very 

exciting ways. I love the loose organic elements 

coming forth, such as the large white strokes in the 

upper left corner, as well as those in the detail 

picture. I am beginning to find myself less happy 

with how my swirled marks feel, and am beginning 

to loosen my techniques of how they are made. In 

some areas the spiral circle marks break loose into 

swirly scribbles. I am especially happy with the 

marks left by the paint-pushers and the magical 

things happening in the trails they leave. It is very 

similar to the beautiful accidental elements of using 

a palette knife that I love so much.  



 
“Dawn at Disneyland”, Oil on canvas, 30” x 24” 

 

 
“Dawn at Disneyland”, detail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With “Dawn at Disneyland” I continued to explore 

the wonderful surprises my new tools brought to 

my paintings. In their trails the colors began to meet 

and interact in beautiful ways. Some areas would 

muddy up a little bit, and typically right next to 

those areas were the most beautiful marks of color 

that were so exciting to see happen before my eyes. 

“I’ve always been interested in the meeting places 

between things…” Lisa Beck explores this in a 

different way than I do, but I still find this to be one 

of the most exciting elements of creating art. A 

wonderful energy comes from the buzz created in 

the space between parts where colors, lines, forms, 

and ideas come together. This is the type of energy 

and excitement I find in the marks left behind by 

the tools I salvaged and transformed.  

 

These marks encouraged me to reconnect to the 

ideas and feelings I had while I was exploring in 

“Midnight Dreams of Sunrise pt.1”.  My mind was 

fresh in a new style that I didn’t know the language 

of, and I could settle into the motions of marks I’d 

never made before. It was those exciting new marks 

that led me down the path to this established style I 

now I have in my works. I tried to have an open 

‘beginner’s mind’ about my new tools and radiate 

this mindset into the rest of the work, while still 

keeping a loose idea of the concepts and techniques 

I was discovering at the beginning.   

 

Letting go and letting myself play a little with my 

tools and materials brought a funny and whimsical 

energy to this piece. The colors reminded me of a 

sunrise, overjoyed, and covered in cotton candy and 

too much fun.  I had so much fun because I wasn’t 

striving to achieve certain marks or my level of what 

is perfect. “The image has a different quality when 

it isn’t perfect,” Beck says of her own marks and 

forms. I agree, and greatly enjoy the difference. 

They have a more magical and beautiful energy in 

the marks.  



 
“Playntive”, Oil on canvas, 30” x 24” 

 

 
“Playntive”, detail 

 

 
“Joyment”, Oil on canvas, 24” x 30” 

These two paintings were made in the same sitting. 

I had wanted to play with a new set of colors on my 

palette. The color inspiration was taken from a set 

of dreads I saw in purple, orange, fuchsia, and 

silver. I really enjoyed the ways these colors played 

together. A playful buzzing energy definitely comes 

from this high contrast opposing palette. It 

encourages a certain sense of play within me while I 

was painting. Some areas went quite dull and 

grayish, but with less interference could be quite 

wonderful.  

 

In “Playntive” I was trying to keep the colors in 

separate larger patches and not let the small all-

over spots of color flatten out the background. The 

larger swaths of color allowed for greater depth to 

be created between the colors and allow for that 

exciting energy where they meet with one another. 

My marks are the words in my artistic dialect, and I 

use them to allow the viewer a glimpse through the 

windows into my created universe. I continued to 

play with some of these newer marks and 

techniques and was pleased with the results. 

 

“Joyment” was a very welcome happy accident in its 

creation. I was creating the background atmosphere 

for a different composition of my usual methods of 

swirls, but when I stepped back from finishing the 

initial layer, I found I didn’t want to do anything else 

to it. All of the brush marks across the whole 

surface were interesting to me, and in a sense met 

my standards of perfect. This surprised me, and I 

wanted to bend to this urge to leave it alone. I do 

feel that it lacks a certain level of contrast that 

other works of mine had, the darkest darks and 

brightest lights. But within this muddy middle 

ground I find myself fascinated with the magic 

marks made in its mediocre whole.  



 
“Number 25”, Oil on wood, 16” x 16” 

 

 
“Number 27”, Oil on wood, 11.5” x 16” 

 

 
“Number 77”, Oil on wood, 12” x 16” 

 

 

I was advised to watch a documentary on Gerhard 

Richter, and I am so glad I did. It opened up a whole 

realm of ways to just let go and flow with what 

comes out. Kerry James Marshall says “these things 

don’t come into existence by magic” and I disagree 

with that. It takes more than that, but when it’s 

happening right in front of you with only minimal 

involvement of your hand it feels like magic. It was 

incredible to see Richter drag giant blades of paint 

across surfaces and all at once vast panels of 

stunning marks were created.  Layer by layer these 

marks combined to create a rich deep environment 

of astonishing beauty. I have always admired works 

like these for the miniscule sublime interactions of 

the layers that cannot be easily forced by the hand. 

These types of paintings force a loosening of control 

over the work. They manifest and create 

themselves with only the smallest effort from the 

artist.  

“Theory has nothing to do with a work of art. 

Pictures which are interpretable, and which contain 

a meaning, are bad pictures. A picture presents 

itself as the Unmanageable, the Illogical, the 

Meaningless. It demonstrates the endless 

multiplicity of aspects; it takes away our certainty, 

because it deprives a thing of its meaning and its 

name. It shows us the thing in all the manifold 

significance and infinite variety that preclude the 

emergence of any single meaning and view.” 

 

This quote from Gerhard Richter’s notes relates to 

how I feel about my recent change in titling of 

works. It also speaks to my desire to simply explore 

the paint and the mystical interactions of it, and not 

pay heed to deeper implications. The title of a work 

is a strong influence to a viewer of an abstract work, 

and although sometimes titles will strongly come 

forth, many times they do not. Forcing a title on a 

work feels so unnatural and wrong to me, and I 

generally don’t want to impose meanings onto   



 
“Number 26”, Oil on Wood, 36” x 32” 

 

 
“Number 26”, detail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

my explorations. I feel that even labeling a work as 

“Untitled” has started to influence how viewers 

interact with it. I have chosen to turn to numbers, 

not in any sort of order so as to implement any type 

of ranking or order, but simply to label for 

referencing. It feels like a non-influencing title for 

these works that will allow for the viewer to come 

up with all of their own interpretations and 

associations with the surface and the marks.  

 

Emotional connection of the viewer to the piece I 

feel is an important element to my paintings. It can 

make the difference between the viewer simply 

looking at the piece, and being pulled into an 

experience with the work, to be made to feel 

something with the surface. This is because it is my 

favorite part of looking at original works of art, the 

silent conversation and exchange of emotions 

between the viewer and the work. 

 

For me these explorative works relate to what I 

have read about Tachisme, or Art Informel.  They 

considered the haphazard and chance like marks to 

be a form of emotional projection rather than an 

expression. I am often inspired by Abstract 

Expressionist works, but my own works are less 

expressionism and more about unplanned intuitive 

compositions and spontaneous mark making.  This 

spontaneous and unplanned method of painting has 

appealed to me because I find myself trying too 

hard to control what comes out of my brush. I want 

to loosen that grip of control and let the painting 

manifest itself with light application of mediums.  

 

  



 
“Respirators”, Charcoal drawing, 23” x 17” 

 

 
“Tacky”, Charcoal drawing, 17.5” x 23” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have always been enamored with charcoal’s rich, 

dark blacks and the ease at which expressive marks 

happened, even the way it felt in my fingertips. 

Charcoal is a favorite medium of mine, and I have 

been away from it for far too long. The Richter style 

scrape paintings were lovely, but were taking my 

hands too far away from my mediums and surfaces. 

I wanted to get my hands back in it, get dirty again. 

A break from colors has also been needed; I’ve 

gotten too far away from knowing my estranged 

levels of contrast.  Louise Bourgeoise says “I am not 

what I am, I am what I do with my hands”; this is 

how charcoal makes me feel as an artist. My hands 

are my most useful tool as an artist and they have a 

mode of expression all their own, and I have not 

found a tool in charcoal I prefer more.  

 

For my first two charcoal drawings I decided to use 

representational forms/figures, an element I’ve 

been avoiding for some time.  In “Respirators” I 

purposefully avoided using an eraser or any means 

of lightening my marks. This was to make me really 

think about where my lines and shading would fall 

and which areas needed to be kept pristine. And it 

was exciting to find that my old drawing habits were 

made new with all that I have learned within my 

explorations with painting. Getting back into a more 

‘simple’ art was so enjoyable, and I find that most of 

my best works are the result of having fun making 

marks.  

 

Contemplating the drawing “Tacky”, I wanted to 

reference a simple recognizable form and give it 

more emotional presence than its real life object. 

Thumbtacks have been a constant necessary nearly 

invisible part of my entire life, and I have always 

admired their form even though the object itself 

does not have much impact. The deep rich black of 

the negative space gives it a powerful presence.  I 

did use the eraser to give its highlights more pop 

and impact.  



 
“Twisted Form 1”, Charcoal drawing, 23” x 18” 

 

 
“Twisted Form 2”, Charcoal drawing, 35” x 23” 

 

 
“Twisted Form 2”, detail 

 

 

Next among my charcoal drawings was the creation 

of this type of twisted undulating form. It was 

inspired by some marks from another student’s wall 

size drawing I saw in the building. There was not 

really a plan of how it would look, just a loose idea 

of an organic form writhing within itself.  The forms 

build themselves up from a simple line that I 

intuitively laid down and let the rest of the figure 

inform itself from that line. These flowing self-

building figures present me with limitless 

possibilities in which to explore compositional 

elements, raw marks, and unreasoned shading. 

 

My shading does not make real world logical sense, 

but it does follow the pre-determined logic laid out 

within my own universe. This logic is mostly 

determined by my own aesthetic requirements and 

even sometimes my own ‘rules’ do not apply and I 

have to decide when, where, and how to break 

those rules. Even these rules are a very loose 

framework with which I lay down my marks and 

shading, mostly to prevent me from deciding how 

the finished whole would look. This allows me to 

focus on the aesthetics of the parts of the whole 

and give it more to be deciphered and experienced 

that is not “given knowledge”. Returning again to 

the how over the what within my works. 

 

Aesthetically and otherwise these drawings and 

figures significantly excite me. They allow for and 

encourage organic free flowing explorations of 

subtle shading and familiar yet unrecognizable 

forms.  Great depth of space and high contrast is 

created in my simplistic marks and tenebrous 

shading.  My processes of shading do not always 

show the complete structures of the form, parts 

often being shrouded in chasms of shadows or exist 

outside of the frame of the composition. By 

emphasizing the aesthetics of these rationalities I 

try to develop forms that incite the viewer to make 

their own personal associations with the figure.    



 
“Folds 1”, Charcoal drawing, 23” x 18” 

 

 
“ ‘Scape 1”, Charcoal drawing, 23” x 17” 

 

 
“Wigglers”, Charcoal drawing, 11.5” x 17.5” 

At the end of the term I explored a number of 

different forms and figures with my charcoals. Some 

were more successful than others, all of them 

interesting and a lesson learned. I seek to use 

various geometric and organic forms to explore 

different formal and compositional elements within 

my prepared space on the paper. My hand has 

become fully present and important in my drawings 

and I love getting to see the evidence of my process 

in my fingerprints. It is my own truly original mark, 

for no one else possesses my particular finger print. 

My hands are a tool I have pulled too far out of my 

artwork and diving back headlong into the medium 

of charcoal has been a very pleasant experience.  

 

The preparation of my drawing surfaces has been 

an enjoyable routine to establish. I tape off the all 

the edges of my drawings to give them all a clean 

white edge to float inside of. This crisp line outside 

of all my smudged darkened compositions creates a 

nice frame that reflects my likening of pronounced 

contrast. I feel that it draws more attention to the 

deliberate application of my finger marks and how 

important they are to me. Kerry James Marshall 

says “…you got to see the process… you got to see 

how ugly a drawing can look before it was brought 

to this point of refinement and finished. That’s what 

was really interesting to me.” To me this is what my 

clean white edge draws attention to, it pristine 

condition heightens the energy within the smudges 

executed by my own hands, and the evidence of my 

processes and thinking.  



List of works completed for Spring2013: 

 “Number 20”, 32” x 32”, Oil on wood 

 “Dawn at Disneyland”, 24” x 30”, Oil on 

canvas 

 Multiple small scrape experiments  

(about 5-7 small panels) 

 “Number 42”, 16” x 16”, Oil on wood 

 “Number 77”, 12” x 16”, Oil on wood 

 “Number 27”,  11.5” x 16”, Oil on wood 

 “Number 23”, 16” x 16”, Oil on wood 

 “Number 26”, 36” x 32”, Oil on wood 

 “Playntive”, 30” x 24”, Oil on canvas 

 “Joyment”, 24” x 30”, Oil on canvas 

 “Respirators”, 23” x 17”, Charcoal on paper 

 “Tacky”, 17.5” x 23”, Charcoal on paper 

 “Folds 1”, 23” x 18”, Charcoal on paper 

 “Twisted Form 1”, 23” x 18”, Charcoal on 

paper 

 “Center Folds”, 11.5” x 17.5”, Charcoal on 

paper 

 “Twisted Form 2”, 35” x 23”, Charcoal on 

paper 

 “Ripples”, (2)11.5” x 17.5” (each), Charcoal on 

paper 

 “ ‘Scape 1”, 23” x 17”, Charcoal on paper 

 “Wigglers”, 11.5” x 17.5”, Charcoal on paper 

 “Tiny ‘Scape”, 7.5” x 6”, Charcoal on paper 

 “ ‘Scape 2”, 23” x 17”, Charcoal on paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary and Evaluation 

 

At times this term I felt at a loss of how to proceed. 

Not feeling much for the things I was making in the 

beginning and I craved something refreshing to 

happen. I happened upon some new techniques 

and tools which led me to another path to explore. 

Gerhard Richter’s painting techniques spurred me 

to branch into a new direction of scraping paint 

across a surface in multiple layers to create magical 

marks that create enticing rich environments of 

color and non-marks. This was a fun new area to 

explore and play and I was greatly pleased with the 

results.  

 

Among new techniques, tools, and colors I 

attempted, I also returned to a familiar old medium 

of charcoal. The energy that sprang forth from my 

very involved and painterly application of charcoal 

was thrilling! I explored new forms and methods I 

had never tried in my drawings before, and am 

eager to make countless more. It is so enjoyable to 

get my hands fully back into an area of my art 

making, and leave real, true, raw marks of my 

artist’s hand.  

 

Getting in touch with being able to play with my 

mediums again felt like an important part of my 

term as well. To know that connecting with an 

emotion while creating a piece, lends it’s emotional 

energy to the work and has a great influence on it. 

And for this I have started to feel that my titles 

should be less involved, less influential. I want my 

viewers to have their own conversation with the 

surface and derive their own meaning from the 

‘words’ I write with my marks generating a personal 

experience with the work itself. 

 


